ABSTRACT

MOHAN, VARUN. Acoustical Properties of Winged Fibers (Under the direction of
Dr. Pam Banks-Lee).

Noise or sound pollution is considered to be a major hindrance in this contemporary,
fast developing world. The number of sound and noise generators has increased in
modern society due to reasons like the increase in vehicle usage as well as other
modes of transportation, increased use of electronic devices, and in general the
increase in population. Many laws and a variety of methods to control noise are being
considered by various organizations to help create an acoustically pleasing
environment. Nonwovens have been used widely in an attempt to control noise.
Various techniques and different types of nonwovens have been considered as sound
absorptive materials. Although much attention has been given to the use of
nonwovens as sound absorptive materials in the literature, the development of new
fibers and fabric processing methods warrants more study of this topic.
In an attempt to explore this area, the present research studies the feasibility of using
a nonwoven material composed of fibers with winged cross-section as sound
absorptive materials. The effect of compression on sound absorption was also
considered. Also, an attempt was made to look at material sound absorption when the
fabric layers were laid at various angles. Fiber physical properties utilized in this
study include fiber diameter, fiber surface area and fiber density. Fabric properties
measured and utilized include airflow resistance, porosity, thickness, mass per unit

area and fiber orientation distribution. An attempt is made to determine the effect of
these properties on both airflow resistance and sound absorption.
Results show that there was no effect of compression and angle of layer on sound
absorption. Winged fibers showed a lower sound absorption as compared to round
fibers in the lower frequency and almost the same absorption at higher frequency.
However, in the middle frequency, winged fibers showed higher sound absorption.
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION

This contemporary world of continuing technological developments has given birth to the
menacing pollution. Once the much neglected sound pollution, today, is a matter of
increasing concern in this trend towards usage of faster and more powerful equipments.[1] A
noise is defined as unwanted sound. As a result, considerable efforts are being made for noise
abatement. Noise control and its principle play an important role in creating an acoustically
pleasing environment. Various techniques can be applied to reduce this noise right from the
source to the human ear which receives the signal. Treatment of noise path is the cheapest
and the most common approach to controlling noise. Use of sound insulators has proven to
increase the overall weight, as in the case of automobiles, and reflecting the sound pollutes
the surrounding environment. Hence, absorption of sound energy by dissipating it into heat
or other forms of energy has surfaced as a viable means of dealing with noise pollution.
Fiberglass and foams were generally used as sound absorbing materials in past decades.
However, the use of nonwovens has changed this trend.[2] Nonwovens have advantages over
cellular absorbers, like foams, such as low production costs and low specific gravity.[2] Also,
nonwovens can be more environmentally-friendly than conventional sound absorbers
composed of fiberglass mats which have health and safety concerns.[3] Hence nonwovens are
widely being used for sound absorption.
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1.1.

Nonwovens

Nonwoven fabrics, as defined by INDA (Association of the Nonwovens Fabric Industry), are
“sheet or web structures bonded together by entangling fiber or filaments (and by
perforating films) mechanically, thermally or chemically. They are flat, porous sheets that
are made directly from separate fibers or from molten plastic or plastic film. They are not
made by weaving or knitting and do not require converting the fibers to yarn”. [4]
There are various methods of producing a nonwoven fabric. Figure 1.1 gives an outline of
various methods of nonwoven fabric production from the fiber stage.

Figure 1.1 Outline of Various Methods of Nonwoven Fabric Production.[5]
There are two major steps in producing a nonwoven fabric. First is web formation which
involves conversion of fibers or filaments into a two-dimensional or three dimensional
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fibrous structures. Second is web bonding where the fibers are bonded thermally,
mechanically or chemically to provide strength and more cohesion.
Nonwovens is one of the fastest growing industries in the world with a growth rate of 10%
over the past two decades.[6] It is expected to grow at the same rate or higher for the next
decade. This growth has been mainly because of its higher production rates at lower prices. [6]

1.2.

Basics of Sound

“Sound is a mechanical wave that is an oscillation of pressure transmitted through a solid,
liquid, or gas, composed of frequencies within the range of hearing and of a level sufficiently
strong to be heard, or the sensation stimulated in organs of hearing by such vibrations”.[7]
A sound wave is created due to these vibrations. For a sound wave, the direction of vibration
of the particles is the direction of propagation of sound waves. Hence, sound waves are
called longitudinal waves. This longitudinal wave temporarily displaces the particles in the
direction of propagation of energy and then they return to the original position. Thus it
produces alternating dense and sparse regions of particles. They are called compressions and
rarefactions respectively.[7]
A sound wave is shown in Figure 1.2 below.

3

Figure 1.2 Illustration of a Sound Wave.

A sound wave is generally described using the following generic properties.
Frequency – the number of complete pressure oscillations (complete back and forth
vibration of the particles) that occur per unit time.[8]
Amplitude – the maximum or minimum pressure obtained during the periodic variations of
pressure in a sound wave.[8]
Wavelength (λ) – the measure of distance between adjacent regions of equal pressure.[8]
Wavelength =

Speed of Sound
Frequency

A sound wave, under normal conditions of pressure and humidity, travels at 343.2 m/s in
air.[9] There are other properties of a sound wave like intensity, period etc. But these factors
will not be used in this research and therefore are not discussed here.
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Chapter 2 LITERATURE REVIEW

This literature review is intended to give the necessary information to help the reader to
understand sound absorption in nonwovens. Only the matters related to the current research
work are presented here.

2.1. Mechanism of Sound Absorption in Nonwovens

“Sound absorption is a process in which sound energy is reduced when sound waves pass
through a medium or strike a surface. It is the process by which the intensity of sound is
diminished by the conversion of the energy of the sound wave into heat. It is also known as
acoustic absorption”.[10]
This conversion of acoustical energy into heat energy or any other form of energy takes place
due to friction caused by flow constriction in the material medium and by vibration of the
material. For this phenomenon to take place, the sound wave should be able to enter the
material medium. Porous materials, like nonwovens, provide the conduit for sound waves to
move into the material and thus act as an effective sound absorber.
When the sound wave enters the porous material the air molecules present in the porous
regions get excited and begin to oscillate to the frequency of the sound waves. This
excitement is due to sound pressure which causes the air molecules to undergo compression
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and relaxation. As a result, due to friction between the fibers and air molecules, there is a
change in temperature due to frictional contact. Because of high heat conductivity of fibers,
longer residual time and large surface to volume ratios heat exchange takes place resulting in
loss of acoustical energy. [11, 12]
Also because of the presence of pores of varying dimensions, the sound waves undergo
different contraction and relaxation as it passes through the medium. This results in loss of
momentum of the sound wave.[11]

2.2. Factors Affecting Sound Absorption in Nonwovens

Various factors affect sound absorption in nonwovens and hence selection of appropriate
fabric for sound absorption is critical. Even though material selection is important for
required sound absorption, the material selected depends on the frequency of the sound to be
absorbed. The sound emitting source determines the frequency of sound and thus the
selection of nonwoven to be used for sound absorption depends on this source. Figure 2.1
shows the frequency range of various sound emitting sources. The appropriate fabric can be
chosen according to its required end use.
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Figure 2.1 Frequency Range of Various Sound Emitting Sources.[13]

The various properties that affect sound absorption are fiber properties, fabric properties,
processing methods involved for manufacturing the fabric and other environmental
properties. All these factors have been studied abundantly. These works and the literature can
be found in [2, 3], [11] – [23]. This literature review gives a synopsis of the vast literature
available.

2.2.1. Fiber Properties
Nonwovens are made directly from fibers. As a result the fiber properties have an effect on
sound absorption. Fiber properties which affect sound absorption are fiber size, fiber surface
area and fiber shape.
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2.2.1.1.Fiber Size
It has been reported by Koizumi et al.[14] that there is an increase in sound absorption
coefficient as the diameter of the fiber decreases. This is because as the fiber diameter
decreases more fibers are required to reach the same volume density of the fabric. As a result,
the fabric shows higher air flow resistance and also provides a more tortuous path. Therefore,
more sound waves interact with fibers giving higher acoustical energy loss. This increased air
flow resistance is due to increased number of fibers in the nonwoven. As a result the flow
resistivity increases with decreasing fiber size.[15]

2.2.1.2. Fiber Surface Area and Fiber Shape
Narang et al[16] have shown that as fiber surface area increases sound absorption coefficient
also increases. As the surface area increases, the air passing through the fabric undergoes
higher frictional contact with the fabric. As a result there is higher frictional loss between the
fiber and the air. This results in higher loss of sound energy from the fabric. Therefore, with
increased specific fiber surface area the sound absorption coefficient increases.
Fiber shape determines the surface area available for the same length of fibers. The greater
the fiber surface area the higher is the absorption. It was shown by Jayaraman[17] that fibers
with 4DG cross section (seen in Figure 2.2.) showed higher sound absorption as compared to
round PET fibers. This can be attributed to the fact that 4DG fibers have higher surface area
than round PET fibers and hence higher sound absorption coefficients.
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4DG

Round

Figure 2.2 Fiber Cross-sections.

[17]

2.2.2. Fabric Properties
The physical properties that affect sound absorption in nonwovens also depend upon the
fabric properties. The fabric properties that affect sound absorption in nonwovens are air
flow resistance, porosity, thickness, tortuosity, and density.

2.2.2.1.Air Flow Resistance
Among all the parameters, air flow resistance is considered as one of the most important
parameter affecting sound absorption in nonwovens by most authors.[15, 18, 19] When sound
enters the fabric, the sound waves come in contact with the fibers present. Friction takes
place due to this contact and the intensity of sound is reduced. The frictional contact converts
the sound energy into heat energy and thus reduces the acoustical energy.[18] This resistance
offered by the material to the air flow is called air flow resistance. As this resistance increase,
more sound energy is converted into heat energy and thus the absorption coefficient of the
fabric increases.
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Based upon the airflow test with ASTM D-1564, flow resistance of a sample is given in Eq.
(2.1).
𝑃

R = 𝑣𝑙

(2.1)

where,
R= Flow resistance, Rayls
P=Static pressure differential between both faces of the sample, dyne/cm2
v = Air velocity, cm/s
l = thickness of sample, cm.
Air flow resistance is affected by the density of the sample. Air flow resistance increases as
the density of the sample increases.[19] This is because at higher density air permeability is
reduced and air flow resistance which is the inverse of air permeability increases.[19]
Also as the fiber diameter decreases the air flow resistance increases due to more number of
fibers per volume of fabric.[15] Thus sound absorption increases as the air flow resistance
increases. But this increase is only up to a certain point beyond which increase in resistance
decreases the sound absorption coefficient.[19] This is because; when the air flow resistance is
higher than the critical level the fabric reflects instead of absorbing the sound.[19]
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2.2.2.2.Porosity
Porosity is the ratio of open space volume to the total volume of the material. Porosity
provides the conduit for the air (sound waves) to flow through the material.[12] This is
necessary to allow sound dissipation by friction. This means the nonwovens should have
pores on the surface facing the sound so that the sound pass through and gets damped. For a
nonwoven to have higher sound absorption the porosity should increase along the path of the
sound wave.[20] Pore diameters, number of pores, pore distribution are a few important
factors to be considered while studying sound absorption in porous medium.

2.2.2.3.Thickness
Resistance to flow increases as the thickness (depth) of the material increases. More material
depth increases the probability of sound waves interacting with the fibers and thus the higher
is the acoustical energy loss. The sound absorption in nonwovens has a direct relationship
with thickness of the fabric only at low frequencies.[2] Yilmaz[2] also showed the same effect
for needlepunched nonwovens made of PP. The material must be thick enough for a given
wavelength of sound to be able to provide energy loss for sound absorption. Absorbers are
more effective when their thickness is between one fourth and one half the wavelength of
sound.[3] At higher frequency, it was shown by Ibrahim et al. the thickness has an
insignificant effect on sound absorption.[21]
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2.2.2.4. Tortuosity
Tortuosity is defined as the ratio of the pore conduit to the thickness of the porous
material.[19] It is the actual path followed by the wave through the material. It describes the
effect of internal structure of the material on it acoustical properties. It was stated by K. V.
Horoshenkov et al.[22] that tortuosity mainly affects the location of quarter-wavelength peaks
whereas the height and width of the peak are affected by porosity and air flow resistance
respectively. Because of tortuosity in the material the sound wave or the air cannot follow a
straight path. As a result, the air suffers acceleration and the loss in momentum is transferred
to the material.[15]

2.2.2.5. Density
Density of the nonwoven is another important parameter to be considered when designing a
sound absorption fabric. Firstly, it affects the cost of the fabric being manufactured.
Secondly, higher density leads to higher number of fibers per unit area. It has been found that
there is an increase in sound absorption value at higher and middle frequencies as the density
is increased.[13] The higher the number of fibers per unit area, the higher the frictional contact
and the greater will be the energy loss. This increased energy loss will lead to higher sound
absorption. Pranab Saha et al[23] have shown that denser structures perform better for
frequencies above 2000 Hz. Jayaraman[17] also found that the higher the density of the fabric,
the greater is the sound absorption.
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2.2.3. Process Parameters
Various process parameters have an impact on the sound absorption of the material as they
control the characteristic of the materials. Sound adsorption depends to some extent on the
manufacturing technique being employed and also on surface treatments.
Web formation affects the orientation of the fiber in the material. It is found that air laid
nonwovens have higher sound absorption as compared to carded materials as shown in the
graph below [Figure 2.3]. This might be due to a more random orientation achieved by air
laying. This randomness gives higher flow resistance and higher number of pores with
smaller pores. Also there is increased fiber to fiber contact. All these factors provide a higher
tortuosity and thus there is more interaction of air and fiber.[17]

Figure 2.3 Sound Absorption Coefficient v/s Frequency.[17]

However there is not much of a difference in sound absorption between the web bonding
techniques by Jayaraman[17] But for each bonding technique several process parameter have
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an effect on the sound absorption of the material as it changes the characteristics of the
material.
For needle-punched fabrics, which are generally used as sound absorptive materials, the
effect of barbs and the number of layers play a major role in affecting the sound
absorption.[24]

Effect of Barbs:
It was shown by Mohammadi et al[24] that as the number of barbs on the needle increases, the
fiber entanglement within the webs and also between each layer (if layering is used)
increases. As a result the web is packed more closely together. Closer packing provides a
higher number of fibers occupying the same area. This increases the basis weight of the
fabric along with reducing the fabric thickness. This results in increased density, decreased
air permeability and therefore higher air flow resistance of the fabric. Higher air flow
resistance provides good sound absorption properties. However, after a certain point of
increased air flow resistance the sound absorption of the material decreases as the material
tends to reflect back air or sound being directed towards it.[24]
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Number of Layers:
When the number of layers in the material is increased, the sound absorption of the material
increases. As the number of layer increases the thickness of the fabric also increases. Also
the chance of pore connectivity, which determines the air flow resistance, decreases. As a
result the material has a higher air flow resistance and tortuosity. All these factors assist in
increasing the sound absorption of the material. However, increasing the number of layers
increases the cost of the material and also causes the material to occupy a larger volume.[24]

2.2.4. Other Parameters
Apart from the sound absorbing material parameters, there are other parameters which affect
sound absorption. A few of them are described below.

2.2.4.1.Frequency of Sound Wave
This is the most important sound parameter which affects sounds absorption of any porous
material. It is seen that, for nonwovens as the frequency of sound increases, generally, the
sound absorption co-efficient increases.[25] This is because; at higher frequencies the
wavelengths are shorter as compared to that at lower frequencies. As a result, at higher
frequencies, sound waves are able to penetrate the sound absorbers and get dissipated more
easily. Thus for higher frequencies (shorter wavelengths) sound absorbers are able to capture
a bigger fraction of sound waves.[25]
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To improve sound absorption at lower frequencies either the thickness of the absorber is
increased or an air gap is left between the absorber and the backing. Thicker the material,
larger is the coverage area. However increasing the thickness, increases the cost of the
material and may occupy a larger volume.

2.2.4.2.Air Gap
Generally, leaving an air gap between the absorber and the backing increases the sound
absorption coefficient in the low frequency range.[19] This same result was found by
Jayaraman[17] who saw an increase in sound absorption in the frequency range of 500 to
4000Hz. Increasing the air gap between the absorber and the backing only shifted the
maximum sound absorption coefficient to a lower frequency. Yilmaz[2] obtained a similar
result for needlepunched polypropylene mats. However Yilmaz[2] saw a decrease in sound
absorption at frequencies above 5000Hz, as the air gap increased.
Apart from the above mentioned factors there are other factors which affect sound absorption
like surface treatments, position of the sound absorber, environmental factors and other
regulatory factors.[17]
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2.3. Measurement of Sound Absorption

Acoustical performance is measured by a set of experimentally determined constants like
sound absorption coefficient (NAC), reflection co-efficient, acoustic impedance, normal
reduction coefficient (NRC) etc. However the most commonly used factor for measurement
of sound absorption is sound absorption coefficient (denoted by α). Sound absorption
coefficient is defined as the measure of acoustical energy absorbed by the material upon
incidence.[26] In other words it is the ratio of sound absorbed to sound reflected. It is usually
expressed in a decimal ranging from 0 to 1. A material having a sound absorption coefficient
of 1 absorbs all incident sound. However this sound absorption depends on the angle and
frequency of incident sound. Thus the α value obtained is for a specific frequency of sound
and α changes as the frequency changes.
A number of techniques are available to measure the sound absorption coefficient of a
material. Techniques include the Impedance Tube Method, Reverberant Field Method, and
Steady State Method. Only the Impedance tube method will the discussed here and used in
this research.
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Chapter 3 METHODOLOGY

This research is mainly concerned with acoustical absorption of the nonwoven. The
parameters considered are
1. Effect of fiber cross-section on sound absorption
2. Effect of compression on sound absorption and
3. Effect of angle of layer on sound absorption.
To test the above parameters, thirty samples were made from PET spunbond and
hydroentangled fabrics. The fabrics were obtained from Allasso Industries®, Inc.
This chapter deals with sample preparation, design of experiment and various testing
procedures.

3.1.

Sample Preparation

There were two different types of fabric based on fiber cross-section. Fabric A was made of
unwashed PET/PLA fibers. Since the fibers were unwashed they had a round cross-section.
This fabric was used to make control samples with fibers that will be discussed as round
fibers. Fabric B was made of washed PET/PLA fibers which had a winged cross-section. The
washing was accomplished by hydroentangling which removed the PLA sheath leaving only
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PET in winged cross-section.
Fifteen samples were made from each fabric. Each sample was made up of 12 layers cut from
the same fabric. The number of layers was determined using the preliminary test results. The
samples varied in fiber cross-section and angle of layers, where [0] denotes machine
direction.
The entire experimental setup for this research is shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Design of Experiment
Fiber CrossSection

Round

Winged

Angle of Layer

Sample ID

0

S9, S12, S19, S26, S28

45

S2, S17, S22, S24, S29

90

S5, S7, S14, S21, S30

0

S3, S11, S18, S20, S25

45

S4, S6, S13, S15, S27

90

S1, S8, S10, S16, S23

All the replicates were randomized using the random number generator in JMP (a statistical
tool).
Note: The same sample was tested for sound absorption twice. One was made before
compression and one approximately 30 minutes after compression. Thus two different data
points from the same sample were obtained. As a result, a total of 60 data points from the 30
samples were obtained.
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3.2.

Winged Fiber

Fiber with a cross-sectional shape as shown in Figure 3.1 is called winged fibers.

Figure 3.1 Cross-section of Winged Fiber.

The general method to manufacture such fiber is the bicomponent extrusion technique having
the sheath-core fiber structure. For the fabric manufacturing used in this research, the sheath
consisted of PLA with PET in the core. Winged fiber production is a two step process. First;
the fiber is spun using the bicomponent extrusion technique. Second; washing is carried out
to remove one of the components and the result is a winged fiber. The sheath is washed away
using an appropriate solvent and the only thing left is the core with the desired crosssection.[28]
The fabric was obtained from Allasso Industries®, Inc. They used bicomponent Spunbond
technology to produce the fibers. These fibers were bonded together by hydroentanglement
process.
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Because of the shape of winged fibers, they are expected to have a higher surface area. This
was reported by Pourdeyhimi et al. as seen in Figure 3.2.[29]

Figure 3.2 Fiber cross-section vs surface area.[29]

The higher the surface area, the higher is the region of interaction between fiber and sound.
As a result winged fiber media is expected to absorb more sound.[16] One of the objectives of
this research is to test this hypothesis and determine the effect of winged fiber cross-section
on sound absorption.
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3.3.

Compression

Compression tests were carried out to study the effect of compression on sound absorption.
All 30 samples were compressed on Instron 4400 R using the principle of constant rate of
extension (CRE).
Each sample, consisting of 12 layers, was compressed up to 30% of strain. This was done by
constantly increasing the compression force till 30% of strain was obtained. Each sample was
measured for its thickness before compression. The measured thickness was input in to the
control panel and the load cells were adjusted for the measured thickness.
The output contained the maximum force that was required to compress the sample to 30%
strain. The sample thickness was measured again after compression to check for
compression.

3.4.

Fabric Characterization

This section will discuss measurement procedures for various fabric properties that will be
used in this research.
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3.4.1. Airflow Resistance
Airflow resistance deals with the viscous resistance of air in the porous material. It has been
used as an important parameter in determining the acoustical properties of the material by
many researchers in literatures 13, 16, and 17. It is therefore an important parameter which
needs to be measured in determining the acoustical properties of the material.
During the research the ASTM D-737-04 Standard Test Method for Air Permeability of
Textile Fabrics was used to determine the air flow resistance of the nonwoven fabric. The
instrument used for testing samples was the FX 3300 Air Permeability Instrument.
The FX 3300 gives the rate of flow of air in cubic feet per square meter (CFM) of sample
area. At a pressure of 125Pa depending on the dimension of orifice, the FX3300 calculates
the CFM automatically. These units are converted to air flow resistivity, r0, Pa.s.m-2, as
shown in the Eq. (3.1).
0.5 ∗ 249

r0 = 𝐶𝐹𝑀 ∗ 0.00508 ∗𝑡

(3.1)

where,
t is the thickness of the fabric in meters.

3.4.2. Fiber Orientation Distribution
It has been seen by researchers that porosity of materials, such as nonwovens, determines the
sound absorption of the materials.[12, 20] Fiber orientation is one of the major factors that
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affect porosity of the fabric. Fiber orientation measurement also determines the orientation of
fibers in the fabric. This is important in studying the effect of angle of layers on sound
absorption. So, it is important to measure fiber orientation distribution of the fabric. The
orientation distribution was measured using an image analysis technique that used a twodimensional Fourier Transformation along with image analysis software. The technique
involves capturing an image of the sample using laser or optical light. A Fourier
transformation is carried out on the scanned image to find the fiber orientation distribution.
The results of both the samples are shown in Appendix 8.1.
The fabrics showed a machine direction orientation with a Cos2 anisotropy ratio of -0.12 for
round fiber fabric and -0.122 for winged fiber fabric.
Note: In determining Orientation Distribution Function (ODF), Cos2 anisotropy ratios are
generally considered in this research. Cos2 anisotropy ratio varies between 1 and -1. A Cos2
anisotropy ratio with 1 and -1 indicates a perfect alignment parallel and perpendicular to the
reference direction respectively. A Cos2 anisotropy ratio of 0 indicates randomness.

3.4.3. Mass per unit-area
The mass per unit area of the two fabrics were measured using ASTM D 3776-07, Standard
Testing Method for Mass per Unit Area of Fabric. Five samples from each of the two fabrics
were randomly cut to a diameter of 8.89cm (3.5”). These samples were then weighed in
grams using a Mettler Toledo Precision Weighting (AG 254) balance. Since the sound
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absorption specimens contained 12 layers of the same fabric type, weight of these samples
were also measured. The specimen size was 29 mm in diameter which was smaller than the
size required by the ASTM D 3776 standard. The later weight was used to calculate the mass
per unit area of the samples.

3.4.4. Thickness
The thickness of each sample used for sound absorption was measured using the AMES
thickness gauge. It was measured according to ASTM D 5729, Standard Test Method for
Thickness of Nonwoven Fabrics. The thickness of the samples was measured just before
compression, just after compression and approximately thirty minutes after compression.

3.4.5. Porosity
The porosity of all the samples was calculated using Eq. (3.2).[2]
H=1-

𝜌 𝑓𝑎𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑐

… (3.2)

𝜌 𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟

where: ρfabric = Fabric Density, g/cc.
ρfiber = Fiber Density, g/cc.
In this study, fabric densities were obtained by dividing the mass per unit area (gsm) by
thickness.
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3.5.

Fiber Characterization

This section will discuss measurement procedures for various fiber properties that will be
used in this research. These properties include fiber diameter and fiber density.

3.5.1. Fiber Diameter
Fiber diameters were measured using optical microscopy. The optical microscope uses
Koehler illumination which provides background illumination and reduces artifacts.
Longitudinal view of fibers was observed and fiber diameters for 10 different fibers were
measured. The readings for both cross-sections where averaged and can be found in Table
4.6.

3.5.2. Fiber Density
In general, fiber density is used for calculating porosity of the samples and therefore it is
important to determine its value for fibers used in the research. The round fiber (unwashed
fiber) consists of PLA and PET. It was therefore necessary to calculate the effective density
of the fiber. The average density of round fiber is calculated based on weight fraction of each
fiber material present in the round fiber. The weight fraction used for the fiber was 25% by
weight of PLA fiber and 75% by weight of PET fiber. The densities of PLA and PET used to
manufacture the fiber were 1.30g/cc and 1.38g/cc, respectively.
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The weighted average was calculated using Equation (3.3).
ρA = 25% * ρPLA + 75% * ρPET

… (3.3)

where;
ρA = Average Density of Round Fiber, g/cc
ρPLA = PLA Density, g/cc
ρPET = PET Density, g/cc
The winged fiber consisted of only PET fibers and therefore the density used for winged
fibers in this research is 1.380g/cc.

3.6.

Sound Absorption Coefficient

In this research, the sound absorption coefficients were determined using the impedance tube
method. This method of acoustical testing is relatively faster and also requires generally
smaller size samples. A schematic diagram of the instrument is shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3 Schematic sketch of Impedance Tube.[13]

The loudspeaker generates broadband, stationary sound waves. These broad band waves
propagate as plane waves in the tube, hit the sample and are reflected. Therefore, a standingwave interference pattern results due to the superposition of forward- and backwardtravelling waves inside the tube. By measuring the sound pressure at two fixed locations and
calculating the complex transfer function using a two-channel digital frequency analyzer, it is
possible to determine the complex reflection coefficient, the sound absorption coefficient and
the normal acoustic impedance of the material. The usable frequency range depends on the
diameter of the tube and the spacing between the microphones. The sound absorption
coefficient is called normal incident sound absorption coefficient (NAC).[30]
The impedance tube employs two techniques namely,
1. Movable microphone technique which is based on standing wave ratio principle.
(ASTM C 384)
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2. Recently developed technique which uses two fixed microphones which is
described above. (ASTM E 1050)
All the tests in this research were conducted according to ASTM E 1050 standards on a Bruel
and Kjaer PulseTM. In this technique, the diameter of the tube and the spacing between the
two microphone positions determines the usable frequency range. For this research, a 29mm
diameter tube was used which gave a usable frequency range of 500 Hz to 6400 Hz.

3.7.

Statistical Analysis

All statistical analyses were made using the software Statcrunch[31] which is a web based data
analysis tool and SAS[32]. GLM, 2-way ANOVA and t-tests were carried out using this
software.
First, GLM procedure was used to determine the effect of fiber cross-section, compression
and angle of layer on air resistivity. Then a paired t-test was carried out to find the effect of
compression at each frequency. Later 2-way ANOVA was carried to find the effect of the
two factors (fiber cross-section and angle of layer) simultaneously. The model for 2-way
ANOVA is shown in Equation (3.4).
Yijk [f] = μ[f] + βi [f] + γj [f] + (β*γ)ij [f] + εijk [f]
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(3.4)

where;
i = Fiber cross-section
j = Angle of Layer
k = Replicate number
Y = NAC value at a particular frequency
[f] = Frequency
μ = Overall average NAC at frequency [f] for uncompressed/compressed
β = Effect of fiber cross-section
γ = Effect of Layer of Angle
ε = Random error or noise.
From the output, for this model, the interaction term β*γ was found to be insignificant at each
frequency. As a result, the interaction term was dropped from the model and a new additive
model was used for analysis. This was done to provide the model with more power to test for
significance of the factors. The model used in this research is shown in Eq. (3.5).
Yijk [f] = μ[f] + βi [f] + γj [f] + εijk [f]

(3.5.)
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For the model in Equation 3.5 p-value at each frequency were compared to study the effects
of various factors. Because of multiple comparisons involved, Bonferroni correction was
applied. This was done so as to maintain the familywise error rate α for analyzing multiple
comparisons. In this research the Bonferroni correction was applied to the critical value α.
Since comparisons were made at each frequency, with a total of 12 frequencies, the critical
value α was divided by 12. Thus the critical value α for this research is 0.0042. This value of
α will be used henceforth as the value of critical region and all p-value less than 0.0042 will
be termed as significant.
However, GLM model uses the critical value α as 0.05 and all p-value less that 0.05 will be
termed as significant.
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Chapter 4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Sound absorption is measured in terms of normal incident sound absorption coefficient
(NAC). All measurements were made according to ASTM E 1050 standards. In this research
the measurements for NAC values for statistical analysis were made at 1/3rd octave frequency
band which include 500, 630, 800, 1000, 1250, 2000, 2500, 3150, 4000, 5000 and 6300 Hertz
(Hz).
Other physical properties required to analyze the effect of various parameters on sound
absorption in nonwovens were also measured using standard tests as discussed in the
methodology chapter. Data resulting from these measurements are presented in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Experimental Data for Nonwoven Samples.
Sample Fiber
ID
Type

Before Compression
After Compression
Angle Mass of
of
Sample Thickness Density
Thickness Density
Porosity
Porosity
3
Layer [gsm]
[mm]
[mm]
[kg/m ]
[kg/m3]

S1

Winged

90

817.95

4.52

180.96

0.87

4.42

185.06

0.86

S2

Round

45

2378.12

9.88

240.70

0.82

9.96

238.77

0.82

S3

Winged

0

817.95

4.7

174.03

0.87

4.46

183.40

0.87

S4

Winged

45

878.54

4.48

196.10

0.86

4.42

198.77

0.85

S5

Round

90

2272.09

10.2

222.75

0.84

10

227.21

0.83

S6

Winged

45

833.10

4.64

179.55

0.87

4.52

184.31

0.86

S7

Round

90

2317.53

10.08

229.91

0.83

10.08

229.91

0.83

S8

Winged

90

863.39

4.84

178.39

0.87

4.68

184.49

0.86

S9

Round

0

2332.68

10.22

228.25

0.83

10.12

230.50

0.83

S10

Winged

90

863.39

4.5

191.87

0.86

4.43

194.90

0.86
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Table 4.1 (Continued)
Sample Fiber
ID
Type

Before Compression
After Compression
Angle Mass of
of
Sample Thickness Density
Thickness Density
Porosity
Porosity
Layer [gsm]
[mm]
[mm]
[kg/m3]
[kg/m3]

S11

Winged

0

817.95

4.62

177.05

0.87

4.54

180.17

0.87

S12

Round

0

2393.27

10.56

226.64

0.83

10.46

228.80

0.83

S13

Winged

45

833.10

4.66

178.78

0.87

4.42

188.48

0.86

S14

Round

90

2317.53

10.92

212.23

0.84

10.7

216.59

0.84

S15

Winged

45

817.95

4.42

185.06

0.86

4.36

187.60

0.86

S16

Winged

90

878.54

4.7

186.92

0.86

4.56

192.66

0.86

S17

Round

45

2393.27

10.56

226.64

0.83

10.42

229.68

0.83

S18

Winged

0

817.95

4.42

185.06

0.86

4.36

187.60

0.86

S19

Round

0

2514.45

10.68

235.44

0.83

10.46

240.39

0.82

S20

Winged

0

863.39

4.62

186.88

0.86

4.52

191.02

0.86

S21

Round

90

2408.42

10.66

225.93

0.83

10.54

228.50

0.83

S22

Round

45

2393.27

10.54

227.07

0.83

10.34

231.46

0.83

S23

Winged

90

863.39

4.36

198.03

0.85

4.32

199.86

0.85

S24

Round

45

2438.71

10.68

228.34

0.83

10.58

230.50

0.83

S25

Winged

0

863.39

4.58

188.51

0.86

4.44

194.46

0.86

S26

Round

0

2408.42

10.5

229.37

0.83

10.44

230.69

0.83

S27

Winged

45

833.10

4.34

191.96

0.86

4.28

194.65

0.86

S28

Round

0

2317.53

10.6

218.64

0.84

10.54

219.88

0.84

S29

Round

45

2438.71

10.58

230.50

0.83

10.5

232.26

0.83

S30

Round

90

2438.71

10.56

230.94

0.83

10.48

232.70

0.83
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Measurement and statistical results along with appropriate discussions are presented in this
chapter. The primary focus of this research is sound absorption. However, air resistivity is
known to be important in understanding sound absorption of a material. Therefore the effect
of various parameters on air resistivity will be discussed first (Section 4.1). This will be
followed by a discussion of the effect of parameters on sound absorption (Section 4.2).

4.1.

Airflow Resistivity

This is considered to be one of the most important parameter affecting sound absorption by
many authors.[13, 16, 17] Therefore, in order to understand the effect of factors considered in
this research, it was necessary to understand the effect of these parameters on air resistivity.
Table 4.2 provides the air resistivity data for the samples used. In this section the effect of
compression, fiber cross-sectional shape and layering angle on air resistivity will be
discussed.
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Table 4.2 Data for Airflow Resistivity
Before Compression After Compression
Air Resistivity
Air Resistivity
[Pa.s/m2]
[Pa.s/m2]

Sample ID

Fiber Type

Angle of
Layer

S1

Winged

90

115118.81

119757.41

S2

Round

45

53460.22

53843.11

S3

Winged

0

110710.01

118683.35

S4

Winged

45

116146.66

119757.41

S5

Round

90

51783.03

53627.73

S6

Winged

45

112141.60

117107.91

S7

Round

90

52399.50

53202.12

S8

Winged

90

107507.65

113104.22

S9

Round

0

51681.70

52991.83

S10

Winged

90

115630.45

119487.07

S11

Winged

0

112627.06

116592.01

S12

Round

0

50017.70

51269.34

S13

Winged

45

111660.31

119757.41

S14

Round

90

48368.77

50119.38

S15

Winged

45

117723.31

121405.44

S16

Winged

90

110710.01

116080.64

S17

Round

45

50017.70

51466.15

S18

Winged

0

117723.31

121405.44

S19

Round

0

49455.71

51269.34

S20

Winged

0

112627.06

117107.91

S21

Round

90

49548.49

50880.20

S22

Round

45

50112.61

51864.35

S23

Winged

90

119343.36

122529.57

S24

Round

45

49455.71

50687.84

S25

Winged

0

113610.70

119217.96
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Table 4.2 (Continued)
Round
S26

0

50303.52

51367.56

S27

Winged

45

119893.32

123674.70

S28

Round

0

49828.96

50880.20

S29

Round

45

49923.15

51074.03

S30

Round

90

50017.70

51171.50

4.1.1. Effect of Compression on Airflow Resistivity.
The results for airflow resistivity of uncompressed and compressed samples can be seen in
Figure 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 for fabrics made from both fiber cross-sectional shapes.

Figure 4.1 Influence of Compression on Airflow Resistivity of Round Fibers.
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Figure 4.2 is a magnified image of Figure 4.1 to show the effect of compression on round
fibers. The significance could not be seen in Figure 4.1, where the scale was kept constant
with the scale for winged fibers i.e. Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.2 Influence of Compression on Airflow Resistivity of Round Fibers. (Magnified
Image)
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Figure 4.3 Influence of Compression on Airflow Resistivity of Winged Fibers

From Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 it can be seen that airflow resistivity increases after
compression. A mean change in airflow resistivity along with mean airflow resistivity values
before and after compression can be seen in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3 Airflow Resistivity Information.
Fiber

Uncompressed

Compressed

Difference

Air Resistivity (Pa.s/m2)

Air Resistivity (Pa.s/m2)

Air Resistivity

Crosssection

Stdev

Mean

Round

50424.96

1326.31

51714.31

1144.32

1289.35

Winged

114211.57

3540.62

119044.56

2628.17

4832.99
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Stdev

Mean (Pa.s/m2)

Mean

A paired t-test was run to check for significance of this change in airflow resistivity. From
the output it can be seen that the mean airflow resistivity for uncompressed fabric was
significantly different from the mean airflow resistivity of compressed fabric, for both round
and winged fibers, with a p-value of <0.0001, which is less than the critical value α of 0.05
(See Appendix 8.2.1 for output). Due to this change in airflow resistivity of the fabric
resulting from compression, it is expected that there would be a change in sound absorption
of the nonwoven fabric due to compression.

4.1.2. Effect of Cross-section on Airflow Resistivity.
Airflow resistivity was measured for both cross-sections and the average results for 5
replicates can be seen in Figures 4.4 and 4.5.

Figure 4.4 Influence of Fiber Cross-section on Airflow Resistivity before Compression.
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Figure 4.5 Influence of Fiber Cross-section on Airflow Resistivity after Compression.

From Figures 4.4 and 4.5 it can be seen that winged fiber shows a higher airflow resistivity
as compared to round fibers. The average airflow resistivity for both cross-sectional shape
fibers is shown in Table 4.3.
GLM procedure was run to test for significance of effect of cross-section on airflow
resistivity (See Appendix 8.2.3). With a p-value of <0.0001, which is less than the critical
value α, the cross-sectional shape of fiber was shown to be significant. This shows that
changing the cross-sectional shape of the fiber affects airflow resistivity. Due to this change
in airflow resistivity of the fabric because of change in cross-sectional shape of fiber, it is
expected that there would be a change in sound absorption of the nonwoven fabric due to
change in fiber cross-section.
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4.1.3. Effect of Angle of Layer on Airflow Resistivity.
The results for airflow resistivity of the samples at different angle of layers, before and after
compression, can be seen in Figure 4.6 and 4.7. The results shown are an average of 5
replicates.

Figure 4.6 Influence of Angle of Layer on Airflow Resistivity before Compression. ([0],
[45], [90] are angle of layer)
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Figure 4.7 Influence of Angle of Layer on Airflow Resistivity after Compression. ([0], [45],
[90] are angle of layer)

From Figures 4.6 and 4.7 it can be seen that changing the angle of layer does not affect
airflow resistivity of the fabric. GLM procedure was run to test for significance of effect of
angle of layer on airflow resistivity (See Appendix 8.2.3). With a p-value of 0.9503, which is
greater than the critical value α, the effect of changing the angle of layer is shown to be
insignificant. Thus changing the angle of layer does not affect the air resistivity. As a result,
it is expected that there would be no change in sound absorption of the nonwoven fabric due
to change in angle of layer.
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4.2.

Sound Absorption

In this section the effects of compression, cross-sectional shape and angle of layering on
sound absorption will be discussed.

4.2.1. Effect of Compression on Sound Absorption
The samples were compressed to 30% compression on Instron and the NAC values were
measured as described in the previous chapter. The results of sound absorption of
uncompressed and compressed samples are shown in Figure 4.8 – 4.13. All the results shown
are an average of 5 replicates.

Figure 4.8 Influence of Compression on Round fiber media layered at an angle of 0 (S9,
S12, S19, S26, S28)
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Figure 4.9 Influence of Compression on Round fiber media layered at an angle of 45 (S2,
S17, S22, S24, S29).

Figure 4.10 Influence of Compression on Round fiber media layered at an angle of 90 (S5,
S7, S14, S21, S30).
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Figure 4.11 Influence of compression on winged fiber media layered at an angle of 0
(S3, S11, S18, S20, S25).

Figure 4.12 Influence of Compression on Winged fiber media layered at an angle of 45
(S4, S6, S13, S15, S27).
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Figure 4.13 Influence of Compression on Winged fiber media layered at an angle of 90
(S1, S8, S10, S16, S23).

Figures 4.8 – 4.13 show only a minor change in sound absorption value after the sample is
compressed. It can be said that there is no influence of compression on sound absorption of
nonwovens. This was further verified using statistical analysis. A paired t-test was run to find
the effect of compression. A paired t-test was used for the analysis because the same sample
was used twice for the measurement of sound absorption (See Appendix 8.2.4 for output).
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Figure 4.14 p-value from Paired t-Test at each Frequency.

From the Figure 4.14 it can be seen that p-value at each frequency is above the critical value
i.e. α = 0.0042. This shows that from the available data there is no statistical evidence that the
means in the observation for compressed fabric is different from the means in the observation
of uncompressed fabric.
Since there is no effect of compression i.e. the means of uncompressed samples are not
different from the means of compressed samples, only the uncompressed samples will the
analyzed in the further studies. The results for the compressed samples will be same as the
results obtained for uncompressed samples.
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This result obtained was not expected as researchers in the past have seen a change in sound
absorption of compressed samples.[2, 15] One of the reasons to see change might be the use of
different fabric manufacturing process. The fabric used to in this research was manufactured
using the bonding process of hydroentangled as compared to needlepunching that were used
by the researchers. The thickness change observed by these researchers was in the range of
2.4mm to 5.5mm. This change was seen as the researchers used carding and air laying
techniques to manufacture fabric. These produce loftier webs which will compress more as
compared to the fabrics used in this research. However, the range of change in thickness of
samples used in this research was in the range of 0.13mm to 0.07mm. This might be a reason
for difference in results obtained.
In order to understand the above effect of compression on sound absorption in nonwovens,
the porosity and the thickness of the samples were calculated before and after compression.
The results are shown in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 respectively.
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Table 4.4 Sample Porosity information at Uncompressed and Compressed levels.
Fiber

Angle of

Cross-section

Layer

Uncompressed

Compressed

Porosity

Porosity

Mean

Round

Winged

Stdev

Mean

Stdev

0

0.83

0

0.83

0.01

45

0.83

0.004

0.83

0.003

90

0.84

0.006

0.83

0.005

0

0.87

0.005

0.86

0.004

45

0.86

0.006

0.86

0.004

90

0.86

0.006

0.86

0.005

Table 4.5 Sample Thickness information at Uncompressed and Compressed levels.
Fiber

Angle of

Cross-section

Layer

Round

Winged

Uncompressed

Compressed

Thickness (mm)

Thickness (mm)

Mean

Stdev

0

10.51

0.18

10.40

0.16

45

10.45

0.32

10.36

0.24

90

10.48

0.343

10.36

0.304

0

4.59

0.104

4.46

0.071

45

4.51

0.139

4.44

0.088

90

4.58

0.187

4.48

0.140
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Mean

Stdev

One of the most important parameter, apart from porosity and thickness, which affect sound
absorption, is the air flow resistivity.[13, 16 and 17] The results are shown in Table 4.1 and 4.2.

From Table 4.4 it is seen that there is hardly any change in sample porosity even after
compression. However, there is a slight difference in thickness (Table 4.5). The thickness
decreased after compression. Similarly, air resistivity for the fabric also increased after
compression (Table 4.2 and 4.3). As the samples are compressed, since each sample consists
of 12 layers, the air present in between the layers is removed. As a result, the layers will be
stacked closely without any air gaps.
t-Tests were performed to check for significance of airflow resistivity and thickness of the
compressed samples. As shown earlier, the airflow resistivity was found to be significantly
different for both round and winged fibers. With a p-value of <0.0001 and 0.0002 for winged
and round fibers respectively, thickness was also found to be significantly different for
compressed samples. (See Appendix 8.2.2)
However, this decrease in thickness and increase in air resistivity was not sufficient enough
to alter sound absorption of the samples. As a result there appears to be no significant change
in sound absorption coefficients after compression. (See Figures 4.8 – 4.13)
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4.2.2. Effect of Cross-section on Sound Absorption
The NAC values were obtained using the same procedure as mentioned in Chapter 3. The
sound absorption coefficients for the different fiber cross-sections at each layer of angle for
uncompressed samples are shown in Figure 4.15 – 4.17.

Figure 4.15 Comparison of average NAC values of Round and Winged fiber crosssection when layered at an angle of 0 at uncompressed level (UC).
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Figure 4.16 Comparison of average NAC values of Round and Winged fiber crosssection when layered at an angle of 45 at uncompressed level (UC).

Figure 4.17 Comparison of average NAC values of Round and Winged fiber crosssection when layered at an angle of 90 at uncompressed level (UC).
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From Figures 4.15 – 4.17 it can be seen that in the lower frequency range (500 – 1600Hz),
round cross-section fibers have higher sound absorption as compared to winged fiber crosssection. At the middle frequency range (1600 – 5000Hz), the winged cross-section fibers
show higher sound absorption as compared to round. However at higher frequencies (greater
than 5000Hz) there is no effect of fiber cross-section. At higher frequency both round and
winged fiber cross-section show almost the same sound absorption.
In order to verify the above results statistical analysis was performed. A 2-way ANOVA was
carried out at each frequency (See Appendix 8.2.5 for output). Figure 4.18 shows the p-value
for the effect of fiber cross-section from the 2-way ANOVA for each frequency.

Figure 4.18 p-value for fiber cross-section from 2-Way ANOVA.
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From Figure 4.18 it can be seen that the p-value for all frequencies is below critical level of α
= 0.0042, except at higher frequency. Thus statistically it can be said that fiber cross-section
has a significant effect on sound absorption for all frequencies except at higher frequency. At
frequencies higher than 4000Hz the p-value is greater than the critical value (α = 0.042) and
therefore there is no statistical evidence showing that fiber cross-section has an effect on
sound absorption at higher frequencies.
It was expected that the winged fiber would show higher sound absorption as compared to
round fibers for all frequencies as the winged fibers have higher surface area.[14] However,
the result obtained was different from what was expected.
In order to understand the above effect of fiber cross-section on sound absorption, first the
diameter and the surface area of the fibers was measured. Table 4.6 shows the diameter and
the surface area of the fiber for two different fiber cross-section used to prepare the samples.
Table 4.6 Fiber Properties Information.
Fiber

Diameter (μm)

Specific Fiber
Surface Area (m2/g)*

Cross-section

Mean

Stdev

Round

17.012

3.175

0.25

Winged

12.972

1.862

19.0

* The numbers for Specific Fiber Surface Area were provided by fiber producer.
Since the winged media is expected to have a higher surface area, it was expected that it
would absorb more sound as compared to round fiber media.[14] The winged samples also
show a little higher porosity as well as air permeability as compared to round. However, even
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though winged fibers showed a higher surface area, the thickness of the winged samples were
lower as compared to round samples (refer Table 4.5). This is one of the major factors for
round fiber media showing higher sound absorption in the lower frequency range. Low
frequency means longer wavelength and longer wavelengths require thicker materials for
improved sound absorption.[2]
As the frequency increases, the wavelength decreases. Also the effect of thickness is
insignificant at higher frequencies. Thus, the higher sound absorption of winged media at the
middle frequency range is purely the effect of fiber cross-section. The winged cross-sectional
shape provides a higher surface area. As a result there is higher frictional contact of the
sound with the fiber. This results in more sound being absorbed.
At frequencies higher than 4000 Hz, due to the thickness being too small for the winged fiber
samples (See Table 4.5), most of the incident sound waves were passing through the sample
instead of being absorbed by them. As a result, we see that, in spite of higher absorption at
higher frequency for both round and winged fibers, winged fibers were not able to absorb
more sound as compared to round fibers.

4.2.3. Effect of Angle of Layer on Sound Absorption
This area has not been studied much in the past. This study was inspired by the fact that
changing the angle of layer would give different pore size and volumes. This would affect the
amount of sound being trapped. Also, changing the angle of layers would affect the air
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resistance of the fabric. These changes would thus lead to a change in sound absorption of
the fabric. In this research an attempt was made to look at the effect of angle of layer on
sound absorption in nonwovens.
In each sample, all 12 layers were laid at the same angle of 0, 45 and 90 respectively for each
fiber cross-section with respect to a reference line. The findings from this research are shown
in Figures 4.19 to 4.20.

Figure 4.19 Comparison of NAC at three different Angle of Layer for Uncompressed Round
fabric. ([0], [45], [90] are angle of layer)
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Figure 4.20 Comparison of NAC at three different Angle of Layer for Uncompressed
Winged fabric. ([0], [45], [90] are angle of layer)

From Figures 4.19 and 4.20 it is seen that the sound absorption remains almost the same
irrespective of the angle of the layers. Statistical analyses were made to verify the results. A
2-Way ANOVA was carried out at each frequency and the p-values obtained are shown in
Figure 4.21.
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Figure 4.21 p-value for Angle of Layer from 2-Way ANOVA.

The p-value for every frequency is higher than the critical value of α = 0.0042. This proves,
from the available data, that there is no statistical evidence showing the effect of angle of
layer on sound absorption. The sound absorption is not affected by any change in angle of
layer.
This result was expected, as changing the angle of layer did not affect the air resistivity (See
Appendix 8.2.5). Also the thickness and porosity almost remained the same. Thus, from the
way the experiments were performed, there was insignificant change in sound absorption.
For each angle of layer, for same fiber type, there was hardly any change in porosity or air
permeability of the samples.
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A better way to perform this experiment would be to lay each layer or a group of layers at
different angles within the sample and measure the sound absorption. This method of
experiment is expected to show different results as compared to the one used in this research.
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Chapter 5 CONCLUSION

Effect of fiber cross-section, compression and angle of layer were considered to study its
influence on sound absorption coefficients. From the materials presented in this research the
following can be concluded.


There was a significant effect of compression on airflow resistivity.



Airflow resistivity was also affected by change in cross-section.



There was no effect of angle of layer on airflow resistivity.



There was no significant change in sound absorption after compression.



Round fiber media showed higher sound absorption in the lower frequency range as
compared to winged fiber media.



However, the winged fiber media showed higher sound absorption in the middle
frequency.



But there was no change found in sound absorption at higher frequency irrespective
of the fiber cross-section used.



From the way the experiment was performed, there was no effect of angle of layer.
Sound absorption remained the same for at each angle of layer.
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Chapter 6 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

From this research various conclusions were drawn. However, it paved way for various
possibilities that could be considered to study sound absorption in nonwovens. A few of them
are listed below:


Using round fibers with single fiber to see the effect of cross-section more clearly.



Using different angles for each layer or a group of layers within the same sample.



Making samples using fibers of same diameter.



Building new theoretical models from the experimental work performed.



Using other methods of compression.



If possible change fabric construction method for both winged and round fibers and
produce more bulky fabrics. This would require the production of staple winged
fibers.
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Chapter 8 APPENDICES
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8.1.

Fiber Orientation Distribution

Figure 8.1 Fiber Orientation Distribution Function for Round Fiber Media.

Figure 8.2 Fiber Orientation Distribution Function for Winged Fiber Media.
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8.2.

Statistical Results

8.2.1. Paired t-Test Results for Airflow Resistivity (Effect of Compression)
Hypothesis test results:
μ1 - μ2 : mean of the paired difference between Compressed and Uncompressed
H0 : μ1 - μ2 = 0
HA : μ1 - μ2 ≠ 0

For Winged Fiber
Difference

Sample Diff.

Compressed - Uncompressed

4832.988

Std. Err.

DF

T-Stat

P-value

389.35083 14 12.412939 <0.0001

For Round Fiber
Difference

Sample Diff.

Compressed - Uncompressed

1289.348
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Std. Err.

DF

T-Stat

P-value

103.41016 14 12.468292 <0.0001

8.2.2. Paired t-Test Results for Airflow Resistivity (Effect of Thickness)

Hypothesis test results:
μ1 - μ2 : mean of the paired difference between Compressed and Uncompressed
H0 : μ1 - μ2 = 0
HA : μ1 - μ2 ≠ 0

For Winged Fiber
Difference

Sample Diff. Std. Err.

DF T-Stat

P-value

Compressed - Uncompressed -0.11133333 0.016296849 14 -6.8315864 <0.0001

For Round Fiber
Difference

Sample Diff. Std. Err.

DF T-Stat

P-value

Compressed - Uncompressed -0.10666667 0.021440208 14 -4.975076 0.0002
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8.2.3. GLM for Airflow Resistivity
Multiple linear regression results:
Dependent Variable: Air Resistivity
Independent Variable(s): Compression, Angle, Cross_section
Parameter estimates:
Variable

Estimate

Std. Err.

Tstat

P-value

Intercept

-9922.463 1501.9263 -6.6064916 <0.0001

Compression

-3061.168

Angle

0.5649625 9.0282755 0.06257702

Cross_section

65558.43

663.44 -4.6140842 <0.0001

663.44

0.9503

98.81591 <0.0001

Analysis of variance table for multiple regression model:
Source DF
Model

SS

MS

F-stat

P-value

3 6.4609202E10 2.15364014E10 3261.9595 <0.0001

Error

56 3.69728224E8

Total

59 6.4978932E10

6602290

Summary of fit:
Root MSE: 2569.4922
R-squared: 0.9943
R-squared (adjusted): 0.994
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8.2.4. Paired t-Test Results for Sound Absorption (Effect of Compression)
The statcrunch output at each frequency is shown below.
Hypothesis test results:
μ1 - μ2 : mean of the paired difference between Compressed and Uncompressed
H0 : μ1 - μ2 = 0
HA : μ1 - μ2 ≠ 0

For 500 Hz

Difference

Sample Diff.

Std. Err.

DF

T-Stat

P-value

Compressed - Uncompressed 4.6259295E-19 0.0024913645 29 1.8567856E-16

1

For 630 Hz

Difference

Sample Diff.

Compressed - Uncompressed

0

Std. Err.

DF T-Stat P-value

0.0043681185 29

0

1

For 800 Hz

Difference

Sample Diff.

Compressed - Uncompressed

-0.003

Std. Err.

DF

T-Stat

P-value

0.006867381 29 -0.43684778 0.6655
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For 1000 Hz

Difference

Sample Diff.

Std. Err.

DF

T-Stat

Compressed - Uncompressed 0.009333333 0.018894343 29 0.49397504

P-value
0.625

For 1250 Hz

Difference

Sample Diff.

Std. Err.

DF

T-Stat

P-value

Compressed - Uncompressed 0.0033333334 0.008897027 29 0.374657 0.7106

For 1600 Hz

Difference

Sample Diff.

Compressed - Uncompressed

-0.005

Std. Err.

DF

T-Stat

P-value

0.007976258 29 -0.6268604 0.5357

For 2000 Hz

Difference

Sample Diff.

Std. Err.

DF

T-Stat

P-value

Compressed - Uncompressed -0.0016666667 0.005932248 29 -0.28095025 0.7807

For 2500 Hz
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Difference

Sample Diff.

Std. Err.

DF

T-Stat

P-value

Compressed - Uncompressed 0.0016666667 0.0056949933 29 0.29265472 0.7719

For 3150 Hz

Difference

Sample Diff.

Std. Err.

DF

T-Stat

P-value

Compressed - Uncompressed -0.0016666667 0.008631449 29 -0.19309233 0.8482

For 4000 Hz

Difference

Sample Diff.

Compressed - Uncompressed

-0.004

Std. Err.

DF

T-Stat

P-value

0.005980812 29 -0.6688055 0.5089

For 5000 Hz

Difference

Sample Diff.

Std. Err.

DF

T-Stat

Compressed - Uncompressed -0.016333334 0.012115188 29 -1.34817

For 6300 Hz
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P-value
0.188

Difference

Sample Diff.

Std. Err.

DF

T-Stat

P-value

Compressed - Uncompressed 0.0026666666 0.01968682 29 0.13545442 0.8932
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8.2.5. 2-way ANOVA Results: Additive Model
Analysis of Variance results:
Responses stored in: Uncompressed
Row factor: Cross-section
Column factor: Angle

For 500 Hz
ANOVA Table

Source

df

Cross-section 1

SS

MS

F-Stat

P-value

0.070083335

0.070083335

279.18796

<0.0001

2.0E-5

1.0E-5

0.039836567

0.961

Angle

2

Error

26 0.0065266667 2.5102563E-4

Total

29

0.07663

Means Table

0

45

90

Round

0.154

0.152

0.148

0.15133333

Winged

0.052

0.052

0.06

0.05466667

0.103

0.102
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0.104

0.103

For 630 Hz
ANOVA Table

Source

df

SS

MS

Cross-section 1 0.068163335 0.068163335
Angle

2

8.0E-5

4.0E-5

Error

26 0.013626667 5.2410254E-4

Total

29

F-Stat

130.05724 <0.0001
0.07632094 0.9267

0.08187

Means Table

0

45

90

Round 0.182 0.182 0.166 0.17666666
Winged 0.08 0.076 0.088 0.08133333
0.131 0.129 0.127
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P-value

0.129

For 800 Hz
ANOVA Table

Source

df

Cross-section 1

SS

MS

0.06912

0.06912

F-Stat

P-value

83.742775 <0.0001

Angle

2 2.0666666E-4 1.0333333E-4 0.12519416 0.8829

Error

26

Total

29 0.090786666

0.02146

8.2538463E-4

Means Table

0

45

90

Round 0.226 0.22 0.206 0.21733333
Winged 0.12 0.116 0.128 0.12133333
0.173 0.168 0.167 0.16933334
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For 1000 Hz
ANOVA Table

Source

df

Cross-section 1

SS

MS

0.23232

0.23232

F-Stat

P-value

38.954727 <0.0001

Angle

2 0.031006666 0.015503333 2.5995529 0.0935

Error

26

Total

29 0.41838667

0.15506

0.005963846

Means Table

0

45

Round 0.316 0.35

90
0.44 0.36866668

Winged 0.194 0.172 0.212 0.19266666
0.255 0.261 0.326 0.28066668
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For 1250 Hz
ANOVA Table

Source

df

Cross-section 1

SS

MS

0.22188

0.22188

F-Stat

P-value

156.84828 <0.0001

Angle

2 0.010286666 0.005143333 3.6358528 0.0405

Error

26

Total

29 0.26894668

0.03678

0.0014146154

Means Table

0

45

90

Round 0.502 0.446 0.464 0.47066668
Winged 0.302 0.272 0.322 0.29866666
0.402 0.359 0.393 0.38466668

For 1600 Hz
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ANOVA Table

Source

df

Cross-section 1

SS

MS

F-Stat

P-value

0.003

0.003

2.832244

0.1044

Angle

2 0.00114

5.7E-4

0.53812635 0.5902

Error

26 0.02754 0.0010592308

Total

29 0.03168

Means Table

0

45

90

Round 0.464 0.466 0.456 0.462
Winged 0.438 0.424 0.464 0.442
0.451 0.445 0.46 0.452

For 2000 Hz
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ANOVA Table

Source

df

SS

MS

Cross-section 1 0.0149633335 0.0149633335
Angle

2

2.6E-4

1.3E-4

Error

26 0.018646667

Total

29

F-Stat

P-value

20.86414

0.0001

0.18126564 0.8353

7.171795E-4

0.03387

Means Table

0

45

90

Round 0.49 0.484 0.486 0.48666668
Winged 0.53 0.526 0.538 0.5313333
0.51 0.505 0.512

For 2500 Hz
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0.509

ANOVA Table

Source

df

Cross-section 1

SS

MS

0.01875

0.01875

F-Stat

P-value

30.279503 <0.0001

Angle

2 4.6666668E-5 2.3333334E-5 0.03768116 0.9631

Error

26

Total

29 0.034896668

0.0161

6.192308E-4

Means Table

0
Round

45

90

0.53 0.524 0.522 0.52533334

winged 0.574 0.576 0.576 0.57533336
0.552 0.55 0.549 0.5503333

For 3150 Hz
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ANOVA Table

Source

df

Cross-section 1

SS

MS

F-Stat

P-value

0.016333334

0.016333334

21.6593

<0.0001

Angle

2 2.4666666E-4 1.2333333E-4 0.16354981

Error

26 0.019606667 7.5410254E-4

Total

29 0.036186665

Means Table

0
Round

45

90

0.55 0.556 0.556

0.554

Winged 0.598 0.606 0.598 0.60066664
0.574 0.581 0.577 0.57733333

For 4000 Hz
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0.85

ANOVA Table

Source

df

Cross-section 1

SS

MS

F-Stat

P-value

0.01083

0.01083

11.941476

0.0019

Angle

2 4.8666666E-4 2.4333333E-4 0.26830646 0.7668

Error

26

Total

29 0.034896668

0.02358

9.069231E-4

Means Table

0

45

90

Round 0.552 0.546 0.554 0.5506667
Winged 0.592

0.6

0.574 0.5886667

0.572 0.573 0.564 0.5696667

For 5000 Hz
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ANOVA Table

Source

df

SS

MS

F-Stat

P-value

Cross-section 1 0.0045633335 0.0045633335 1.6495504 0.2103
Angle

2 0.0050066668 0.0025033334 0.9049031 0.4169

Error

26

0.07192667

Total

29

0.08149666

0.0027664104

Means Table

0

45

90

Round 0.562 0.54 0.542

0.548

Winged 0.586 0.588 0.544 0.57266665
0.574 0.564 0.543 0.5603333

For 6300 Hz
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ANOVA Table

Source

df

SS

MS

F-Stat

P-value

Cross-section 1 0.017763333 0.017763333 2.1682262 0.1529
Angle

2 0.006726667 0.0033633334 0.4105349 0.6675

Error

26 0.21300666

Total

29 0.23749667

0.008192564

Means Table

0

45

90

Round 0.792 0.816 0.776 0.79466665
Winged 0.72 0.766 0.752

0.746

0.756 0.791 0.764 0.77033335
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